We‘re hiring...

Internship (M/F/X) in International Sales of Agri PV Systems
We, Next2Sun AG, are developers and pioneers of a new technology for vertical mounting of bifacial photovoltaic modules. With this technology, we want to counteract essential problems of the further expansion of renewable energies
and thus give additional momentum to the energy transition:
Reduce competition for land between PV and agriculture
Stabilization of PV power generation throughout the day
Creation of ecological high-quality habitats
Next2Sun is a young company formed by a highly experienced team in the development of solar energy projects. To date
we have built many Agri PV projects in Germany, and we are moving very fast in the development of the international
market, with projects in many European and others like Japan, Israel, India and South Africa to name some.
We are looking for an intern to assist our International Sales Team in technical and general tasks, like, for example, the
generation of cost estimates, layouts, yield simulations and quotations.

Job description:
Your main task is to support the International Sales Team with technical calculations like for example cost estimations
of solar parcs, basic layouts for the projects (done with QGIS and WebGis), energy yield simulations (done with PVSyst).
Besides, other general tasks belong to your “to-do” list, like the assistance in the development of internal procedures.
The territory of activity will be the international market in general (outside of the German speaking countries), with
strong focus in Italy.
You will be part of the International Sales team, report to the Head of International Sales and work close to the areas of
technical support, operations, marketing, product development and finance to ensure a best-in-class customer experience.
Your workplace will be in our offices in Freiburg (Baden-Württemberg) or Dillingen (Saarland).

Essential Requirements for the Position:

What can you expect from Next2Sun?

Studies in Engineering or Geography ongoing, preferably with focus in renewable energy.

A young, dynamic, and enthusiastic team in a
very promising industry with very interesting
growth possibilities.

Excellent written and oral communication skills in
English language and good skills in German (at least
B2 level).

A fast-growing company, leader in its sector,
with ambitious plans for the near future.

Basic knowledge of CAD and Geographic Information
Systems like AutoCAD, QGis and WebGis software is
appreciated.

Working with a team of experts with many
years of experience in the renewable energy
sector.

Basic knowledge of PVSyst is appreciated.
Result-oriented and hands-on mentality and flexibility
Good team-work skills.

Are you interested?
Then send us your application documents at: recruiting@next2sun.de
Here you can also ask any questions you may have or request further information.
We are looking forward to meeting you!!
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